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FileCrypt is a cross-platform data security and data encryption software that provides easy to use encryption,
digital signatures, self-decrypting archives and shell integration. With FileCrypt Desktop Pro Free Download
you can encrypt files, sign documents and protect your data: At a glance, FileCrypt Desktop Pro Crack Free
Download provides easy-to-use methods to encrypt and decrypt files (including ZIP files), digitally sign and
authenticate e-mails, self-decrypt documents (with a shell integration), password protect files, and much more.
FileCrypt desktop Pro features : ￭ You can encrypt and digitally sign files and e-mails ￭ You can create a SelfDecrypt Archive ￭ You can password protect files ￭ You can use your Public or Private Key, along with a
password, to sign and authenticate a document ￭ You can safely send files using FileCrypt ￭ FileCrypt allows
you to encrypt files with or without a password. This is easy: you use FileCrypt to create an encrypted file and
then you give it a password. ￭ You can use a public or private key to sign and authenticate a document. ￭ You
can use a single or a combination of public and private keys to authenticate a document ￭ FileCrypt Desktop
Pro allows you to encrypt files and e-mails. You can select a public or a private key to ensure that the
document or e-mail can be sent by only the intended recipient. For those who want to sign and authenticate a
document with the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol and the Public-Key Encryption (PKE) standard,
FileCrypt Desktop Pro provides shell integration for Microsoft Office Word, Lotus Notes and Microsoft
Outlook. For those who want to digitally sign and encrypt a file or e-mail, FileCrypt Desktop Pro provides
shell integration for Windows Explorer. You can sign and encrypt files and e-mails with a single mouse click
and the information is transferred with the FTP protocol. Create Self Decrypt Archive: With the FileCrypt
Self-Decrypt Archive option, you can create a self-decryptable archive. This feature is useful if you want to
encrypt one file (with a password) and send it to someone who does not have FileCrypt Desktop. Self-
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Decrypting archives are not password protected. Key Features: ￭ You can sign and authenticate files and emails with a single mouse

FileCrypt Desktop Pro License Key
Provides secure emailing and digital signing via secure channels including TCP/IP, POP3/SMTP, HTTP and
FTPS. Recipient verification. Saves the decryption key, so it is not stored on the user's computer, therefore it
is not hackable by any program or hacker or even having an account inside the computer in which it is not
installed. Fast key generation. Easy installation and easy use. Multiple encryption modes. Version control.
Encryption of documents with metadata. Unique key pairs for all users. Ability to open a file, without opening
the original email. Package and update management. Modular system. Preview support. SDA option. Outlook
plugin. Saving the decryption key in a file. Support for Hotmail and MSN accounts. Standart and custom
encryption modes. User reviews You may also like Computer Power Settings Crack is a simple application
designed to help users manage power consumption and improve system performance. Computer Power
Settings can automatically save power on notebooks when laptop battery is critically low, let you power on or
off your laptop one by one to utilize battery power more efficiently, control the PC fan speed, manage your
CPU and GPU power, and activate energy saving mode. The settings are saved on the computer and can be
restored using any USB flash drive. Computer Power Settings is developed by Opower, a non-profit that
works with companies to help them save energy and cut greenhouse gas emissions. The application requires
network connectivity to connect to Opower server. On the contrary, computer power can be saved when a
laptop is connected to an external power supply. Computer Power Settings is compatible with Microsoft
Windows XP. Additional features include showing detailed information about laptop performance and
keeping track of your power consumption history. It can control both CPU and GPU power. Computer Power
Settings Windows allows you to: • Turn power on/off for one or many computers automatically • Overclock
and underclock one or many computers • Set up settings that will automatically turn off, or turn on or
underclock a computer when the battery on a notebook gets critically low • Control power on/off or
underclock for one or many devices such as monitor, router, internet modem, NAS or printer. • Report and
view detailed performance information on each computer, and save detailed performance information in the
PC's registry as a performance policy. PrintMonitor Crack is a lightweight printer monitoring software that
tells you 09e8f5149f
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FileCrypt Desktop Pro is an easy to use and powerful Windows based solution to decrypt and sign your files, emails and folders. Signed files and folders can be sent, both to other users and to external servers. They can be
read by standard notepad programs. Encrypted files are basically unusable by un-savvy users. Encrypted files
can be read by a standard notepad program, but only if you enter the password. When you sign a document,
your recipient receives a password which allows him/her to recover his/her original document. If you need to
encrypt and sign only a selection of files or folders, FileCrypt Desktop Pro can do this. The selected files are
encrypted and signed using a public/private key pair. You can define your own public/private key pair. This is
a great tool for securing files that you send to and/or receive from others. FileCrypt Desktop Pro works with
any third party public-key encryption software. If your recipient has a copy of FileCrypt Desktop Pro, he/she
can recover your files with a password. With the Outlook plugin, you can encrypt and digitally sign your emails directly in Microsoft Outlook. In Microsoft Word documents, signed documents are automatically
signed when you save them. FileCrypt Desktop Pro has a special View-->More Options-->Shell integration,
which allows you to use the Windows Shell menu directly from the application interface. For example, you
can encrypt or decrypt a file by clicking on the appropriate icon (File-->"Encrypt" or File-->"Decrypt"). You
can perform several operations such as choosing a key to sign a document, or a key to decrypt a document. In
addition, you can create self-decrypt archive, find the key stored in your keyring or create a new keypair. The
self-decrypt archive option takes a personal archive in PDA form and converts it into a shell archive. This
archive can then be redistributed to other users. FileCrypt Desktop Pro allows the user to create the following
types of archives: ￭ Self-Decrypt Archive ￭ Self-Decrypt and Sign Archive ￭ Sign and Encrypt Archive ￭
Sign and Authenticate Archive ￭ Sign and Encrypt & Authenticate Archive ￭ Encrypt and Sign Archive ￭
Encrypt and Authenticate Archive ￭ Sign and Encrypt & Authenticate Archive ￭ Encrypt and Authenticate
Archive

What's New in the FileCrypt Desktop Pro?
FileCrypt Desktop Pro is a powerful encryption program for the Windows desktop. It encrypts and decrypts
files and folders. It supports nearly any file format in use today. Features : Easy to use interface Allows you to
send files securely by e-mail Protect your files from uninvited readers Protect your files against uninvited
modifications Protects your personal information Allows you to securely send files to any Internet address
Allows you to securely send files in an encrypted envelope by e-mail Allows you to securely send files in an
encrypted envelope by phone Encrypts files by using a public and a private key, one per recipient Allows you
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to securely restore embedded files Allows you to digitally sign your files Allows you to create self-decrypt
archives Allows you to create Self-Decrypting Archives You can create Self-Decrypting Archives by
embedding files in your application Support MIME and Multi-Part MIME file formats Support all Windows
file and file system permissions Uses the Microsoft Windows Certificate store (Windows 2000 and higher)
Uses the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) to encrypt data Uses the Data Protection API Uses the EFS
API (encrypting filesystem) Uses the PGP API to sign files Uses the SHA-1 hash to verify signature files Uses
the OpenPGP API to sign and decrypt data Uses the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithm to generate
public and private keys Uses PGP public key file format (RSA 4096 / OpenPGP) Uses PGP private key file
format (RSA 2048 / OpenPGP) Uses PGP signature file format (RSA 4096 / OpenPGP) Uses PKCS
#7/PKCS #8/PFX/PFX-S file formats Uses OpenSSL FIPS library Uses RFC 3851 Uses X.509 certificates
Uses a simple permissions system to manage access to files You can select which files to encrypt : You can
encrypt a single file or directory by using the -FileFilter parameter You can select file filters to select which
files are encrypted : You can use wildcards in file filter lists Encrypt and decrypt files : You can decrypt and
then encrypt a file with a different encryption key You can encrypt and then decrypt a file with a different
decryption key You can save
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System Requirements For FileCrypt Desktop Pro:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (32bit or 64bit), Windows 8 (32bit or 64bit) Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3
processor, AMD Phenom(R) II X3 805 (2.40GHz), AMD Athlon(R) II X4 630 (2.80GHz) Memory: 3 GB
RAM Graphics: GPU with 256MB Video RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 120 MB available space
Additional Notes:
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